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THE PROBLEM OF RANDOM INTERVALS ON A LINE

BY C. DOMB

Received 23 August 1946

1.. Statement of the problem. Suppose that events occur at random points on a line
from t = — oo to + oo, the probability of an event occurring between t and t + dt being
Mt. If we select any interval of the line, say the interval [0,y], there will be a finite
probability that it contains 0,1,2,..., r,... events; in fact, it is not difficult to show that
these probabilities form a Poisson distribution, the probability that the interval con-
tains r events being Xryr e~Xvjr! (see e.g. (l)). Consider the case when each event consists
of an interval of length a (an event being characterized by its first point). What is the
probability that the covered portion of the interval [0,2/] lies between x and x + dxl

A related problem*, that of n given intervals at random points on the circumference
of a circle, has been discussed by W. L. Stevens(2). The methods used in the present
paper, however, are basically different from those of Stevens, since the concept of
random events on an infinite line leads naturally to the use of continuous processes.
Some of the results given by Stevens will be deduced in the course of the work.

The problem has also been discussed recently in a paper by H. E. Robbins(3). He is
concerned with the moments of the resulting distribution, whereas we are more con-
cerned with its explicit formulation. The problem of the moments will be dealt with
in §11.

2. The basic equation. Letf T(x, y) be the probability that the covered portion of
the interval [0, y] is less than or equal to x; and let W{x, y)dx be the probability that
the covered portion of the interval lies between x and x + dx. Then W(x, y) is the
differential coefficient of T(x, y) with respect to x. Both W(x, y) and T(x, y) will be
zero if x < 0 or y — x < 0.

It is clear that there will be a finite probability of the interval being completely
uncovered or completely covered. Hence the function T{x,y) has a discontinuous
jump at x = 0 and x = y. Similarly, there will be a finite probability of the interval
consisting of exactly r non-overlapping events (including no overlapping at the end-
points), where r has the values 1,2,3, ...,n, n being the integral part of y/a. Hence
T(x,y) has a discontinuous jump at each of the points x = a, 2a, ...,na. At any
discontinuity of T(x, y) the function W(x, y) is not defined in the pure mathematical
sense. However, W(x, y) is more convenient to deal with than T(x, y), and we therefore
use the ^-function notation; if T(x, y) has a jump of magnitude K at x = k we say that
W(x, y) has a <J-function singularity at x = k and contains the term K8(x — k). Thus
W(x, y) will have (^-function singularities at x = 0, a, 2a na, y.

• I am indebted to H. Jeffreys for drawing my attention to this aspect of the problem, and
for a number of helpful suggestions.

f We are here considering the problem described at the beginning of § 1. The case of n given
events will be dealt with in §7.
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Let w(x, y, £) dxdg be the probability that the covered portion of the interval [0, y]
lies between x and x + dx, and that the last event (i.e. that immediately preceding the
right-hand end of the interval) occurred between £ and g + dg from the right-hand end
of the interval.

Consider first the case ot^x; then at least one event must have occurred in [0,1/],
and the possible values of £ range from 0 to y. Divide [0, y] into two subintervals
[0, y — £] and [y — g,y\. Then if £ < a, w(x, y, g) dx dg corresponds exactly to the following
two independent events:

(a) w{x — g,y — g,O)dxdg in the interval [0, y — g]. .
(b) No event in [y — g, y\.

Therefore w(x, y, g) = e~^ w{x - g, y - £, 0) (£ sg a)\

and by a similar argument I. (1)

By dividing [0, y] into [0, y — dg] and [y — dg, y] we can show that

w{x,y, O)dxdg = XdgW (x,y)dx. (2)

Using (1) and (2) we obtain

W(x,y) = [Vw{x,y,g)dg= pAe^ W(x-g,y-g)dg+ f~X+\e-^W(x-a,y-g)dg (3)
Jo Jo Ja

for a^x. (The upper limit of the second integral is taken as y — x + oc, since
W(x-ac,y-g) = 0 if y-g<x-<x.)

When x < a the covered portions must occur within the regions [0, x] and [y — x, y].
Values of £ can now be divided into two categories (a) O^g^x, (b) y<g^y + oc.

Case (a) gives rise to a term Ae~A£ W(x — g,y — g)dg as above. Case (6) may be further
Jo

subdivided into the following:
(i) An event in [a; — a, x + dx — a] and no event in [x + dx — a,y]. The probability is

(ii) The finite probability that the line is completely covered by an event occurring
in [ —a, 0] and no events occurring in [0,y]. This is only relevant when y<a, and
involves S(y — x). (The case in which the line is completely covered but events also
occur in [0, y] has been covered by (a).) It gives rise to a term S(y — x) e-Xx [1 — e~A(a~x)].
We must also add a term e~Mv~x+a^ S(x) to represent the finite probability that the line
is completely uncovered.

Hence we have

W(x,y) = [XAe-^ W(x-g,y-g)dg + e-^-^+«)[A + S(x)]
Jo

(4)

Equations (3) and (4) are the basic equations which completely determine the form
of W(x,y).
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3. Formal solution of the equations. The basic equations assume a more tractable
form if we change variables. Write y-x = z and put W(x,x + z)=f(x,z). Then (3)
and (4) become

f(x,z)=["Xer*6f{x-£,z)d£+['+"Ae-*tf(x-a,z + a-£)d£ (a<x) (5)
J0 Ja

and
f(x, z) = f" Ae-Kf(z - g, z) d£ + e-A<*+°<> [A + S(x)] + er*» S(z) [e-** - e"A«] (x < a). (6)

Jo
The coefficient er** of S(z) in (6) has been inserted for convenience and makes no
difference to the value of the term.

The second integral in (5) can be written as

e~A« [eAe-xvf(x-a,z-ij)d7] = e-A<«+*> f*Ae*C/(x - a,
Jo Jo

Thus f{x,z)=[xer»if(x-g,z)dg+er^-»»C}^f(x-a,S)dS (a<x). (7)
Jo Jo

Equations (6) end (7) are amenable to treatment by Laplace transforms in x. We
use the notation of van der Pol; if/(a;) has Laplace transform F(p) we write/(a;) = F(p).
Let f(x,z) = F(p,z). As mentioned in §2/(a;,z) does not exist in the mathematical
sense at certain points, and Laplace transforms are only strictly applicable to

j-J
Jo
10

If this integral has a discontinuity of magnitude K at x = k the corresponding Laplace
transform contains a term Ke~kp; thus, if for convenience we work with F(p, z), we
obtain a term Kpe~kp, which is then to be interpreted as KS(x — k). The following results
can easily be deduced from Laplace transform theory:

S{x)=p,
f(x-a,z)

0 (x < a))

0 (x<a)J

0

0 (x > a) | ~
Applying these results to (6) and (7) we obtain

, z) = - ^ r -F(p, 2) [1 - e-«^+A)] + «-««+* f"
P + A J

—-—;
 A

 U ' . (8)
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If we write F(p, z) e*2 = G(p, z), (8) simplifies to the form

G{p,z) = A + B \G(p,£)d$+C8{z), (9)
Jo

e~Ag(p + \)(p + A - A e ) _
where ^ 4 - ^ + Ae-a<p+A) ' •" ~

a n d

Equation (9) can be solved in the ordinary way for G(p,z) (by making use of the
properties of ̂ -functions) and we obtain

G(p, z) = CS(z) + (A + BC) eB*. (10)
This solution will be found to be valid on substituting in (9).

4. Interpretation of the solution. In order to interpret (10) in terms of x we expand
the exponential as a power series,

Bh* Brzr

+ ++ ...+ + ....
We then have to interpret terms of the form ABT, OB*. For this we must expand the
denominators in ascending powers of e~ap. Any term multiplied by e"raJ> gives zero if
x <roc. As a typical example ABr is expanded in the following form:

Ar e-<r+1>Aa e-™*>{p + A - \e~"P) (l + - J

X 1 — • ,
• • • ] •p 2!

Clearly all terms of this are zero unless x^roc. The enumeration of all terms in the
general case is very complicated. When ra^.x^(r+l)a only terms up to AB' and
CB* in the expansion of the exponential need be considered.

5. The S-function terms. By examining the terms in the expansion of (10) it is quite
easy to sort out the ^-function singularities which were mentioned in § 2. First, the
coefficient of 8{z), C, is the probability that the whole interval is covered; this will be
dealt with separately in the next section. All 5-function terms in x will be given by
terms of the form <p(z) pe~nap in the expansion of (10). B and C do not give rise to such
terms but A does; hence the only terms of F(p,z) that need be considered in this
connexion are of the form ABrzre~Xzlr\.

The zero order term is pe~^a+l); this corresponds to the probability e~Mv+a) of the
interval being completely uncovered.

The rth order term is pMzT c-<r+1'Aot e~rap e~**[r! giving rise to a term S(x — ra). Hence
the probability that exactly r non-overlapping events occur in the interval (including
no overlapping at the end-points) is

Ar(y— ra)r e~A(v+a)/H (y >*•<*)• (H)
This must be made up of the following independent probabilities:

(a) Exactly r events occur in [0, y - a]; probability Ar(y - a)r e-A("-a)/r!.
(6) No event occurs in [ - a, 0] or [y -a,y]\ probability e-2Alx.
(c) Given r events occurring in [0, y - a], no two overlap.
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By examining (11) we deduce that the probability of (c) is

(12)

From (12) we can deduce a result obtained by Stevens. Given r intervals of length a
at random points on a circle what is the probability that no two overlap ? Let y be the
length of the circumference of the circle. Choose the beginning of any one interval
as origin measuring in an anticlockwise direction round the circumference. Then no
two intervals overlap if, and only if, (a) all (r — 1) remaining intervals occur in [a, y — a],
and (b) no two of these intervals overlap.

Using (12), we obtain for the required probability

(13)

6. Probability that total interval is covered. We conclude from (10) that the prob-
ability of the total interval being covered is given by

p{l — e~Aa) — Ae~Aa(l — e~ap) , , , .
— ' ; -. (14)

It is easy to deduce this result from first principles by a method similar to that used
in §§ 2 and 3. For if z(y) is the probability that the total interval is covered we can
deduce the equations

*(y) =
\ (15)

rv v '
and z(y) = Ae~^ z(y — £,) d£, + e~A" — e~

Jo
which lead to the same result as (14).

Expanding (14) we obtain

-e-Wl-e-« :P) l v ( _ i
P Jr=O

Collecting together the terms in e~fo*) we find after a little simplification that they are

Hence we can write down z(y) in a simple explicit form

all terms beyond y — na being ignored if na<y^(n+ I)a. The expression fpr z(y)
assumes a more empirical form if we choose new variables, Aa = yff, y/a = v, z(y) = £(i>).

Then - l)+^(v- l ) 2 l - ...
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7. The case of n given events. Derivation of Stevens's solution. We can divide the
general solution W(x, y) into mutually exclusive categories in which exactly n events
occur in [ — a,y\. The probability that exactly n events occur in [ — <x,y] is

-Let Wn(x, y) dx be the probability that, given n events occurring in [ — a, y], the covered
portion of [0,y] lies between x and x+dx. Then

W(x, y) = S i2/ , ^ e-Ato+"> TTw(a:, y). (18)
n=0 ">!

Hence, if we expand W(x, y) cA<»+°> in ascending powers of A, the coefficient of An will
be a function of a; and y only, and completely determines Wn(x, y). The complete solution
Wn(x, y) is very complicated, but the method can fairly easily be applied to z(y) to
determine zn(y), the probability that given n events in [ — a, y] the interval [0, y] is
completely covered.

We have to expand z(y) eX(v+a) in ascending powers of A. It is convenient to go back
to the Laplace transform of equation (14). If z(y) = Z(p), then

Z(t,)e*"+«>= P^IZ(P-X) = ^-r ^ j - r^-r - . (19)
* p-X ^ '• p-A p-A p-A + Ae~ap

The first term of (19), peXaf(p - A) = e^+«), and the coefficient of An is [y + a)"/»!.

The second term is - S (- S | - | ( l -e-" ' ) ' .
8=i \pj <=i \pj

The term involving An is

( ) n ( 2 0 )

Taking the Laplace transform of (20) and dividing the coefficient of An by (y + a)n/nl
we deduce that

the series terminating with s equal to the integral part of {y + a)/a if this is not greater
than n+1, otherwise with s = n + 1. In the latter case zn(y) = 0, as can easily be seen
from the form of the Laplace transform of (y + a)nzn(y).

Now consider n intervals at random points on the circumference of a circle. Choose
the end of one interval arbitrarily as origin, and measure distances anticlockwise round
the circumference. Let y be the length of the circumference of the circle. Then the
probability that the circle is completely covered is the probability that given (n— 1)
events occurring in [ — oc,y — tx] the interval [0,y — a] is completely covered. This is
zn-i(y~a)> which is the solution given by Stevens.

A problem somewhat similar to that discussed in this section has been dealt with in
a recent paper by Votaw(4) by methods substantially different from those used here.

8. The distribution of gaps. The method of the preceding sections can be applied to
determine the probability distribution of the number of gaps in a given interval of
line [0, y], and hence to deduce Stevens's results for a circle. Let ur(y) be the probability
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that the interval [0, y] contains r gaps (including gaps at the beginning and end of the
interval). Then ur(y) = 0 when y^ (r— l )a(r> 1), uo(y) is identical with z(y) of §6,
and u^y) includes the case when the interval is completely uncovered. Let ur(y, E) d£,
be the probability that the interval [0, y\ contains r gaps, and that the last event
occurred between £ and £ + d£ from the end of the interval. By analogy with equation (1)
wededucethat «>(y, g) = A«r« *>(y - g) dg (£<a) j ^

and ur(y,i) = Xe-^ur_1(y--g)di {a<^y)j

When r ̂  2 values of £ between 0 and y cover all possible cases; but when r = 1 a term
must be added to take account of values of £ > y. Hence we have

r(y)= ['Xe-^uT{y-

i ,;
i(y)= Ac-^W l(y-£)d£+ Ae-^«o(y-

J0 J a
When y < a only ux(y) need be taken into account, and we have

(24)
1{y y

but it is also convenient from the point of view of Laplace transforms to write

(r>2,y«x).
o

We now take Laplace transforms in y, and write ur(y) = UT(p). Using results similar
to those quoted in § 3 we obtain

A r.

Ur(P)-pl\e-^+»Ur-i(P) ir>2), (25)

and Ut{p) =

Substituting the value of U0(p) from § 6 we obtain, after a little simplification,

Hence, by (25), Ur(p) = * ^^^JLZZI ^ (r>V- (27)

We may verify that

= 1-Uo(p),
r - l

by (26). To derive an expression for ur(y) we expand (27) in the form
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so that, for r ̂  1,

,r+gUg
r! + ( ) J

J ' ( '
where all terms beyond (y — na) are ignored if na<y^ (n+ l)a. In terms of the
empirical variables of (17), if ur(y) becomes £r(i>),

j + ^

We can now use the method of § 7 to deal with the case of n given events. If we
00 An(y + oc)n

expand ur(y) eMv+a) in the form 2 —y um(y)> um(y) ^s t n e probability that, given
n=0 w '

n events occurring in [ — a, y], the interval [0, y] contains r gaps. We again return to the
Laplace transform Ur(p); we have, by (27),

The term in An is | _)e-(r-i)ap (^ + 1)- ^ _ ap)n-r+i

and hence

The case of % intervals at random points on the circumference of a circle can be dealt
with by an argument similar to that given at the end of § 7. We deduce that for n
intervals the probability of r gaps is urn_x(y — a), which is in agreement with the solution
given by Stevens.

9. Moments of the distribution of gaps. The moments of the gap distribution can be
conveniently determined by means of Laplace transforms. Let

r = l r=l

where K is independent of d, and let

= S ur(y)ere = K+Y, ^M^, (31)

(32)
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Then the coefficient of 6k/k! in Mg(p) is the Laplace transform of the fcth moment
fiik)(y). Substituting for Ur(p) from (27), we obtain

p _
(p + A) e-Aa

where I = 1 + Xe-^+^jp. The coefficient of 6 is e~Aa(l + X/p); hence

Similarly/the coefficient of 02/2! is (1 + X/p) e~Aa( - 1 + 21); hence

= e-A«(l + Xy) + 2e-2Aa [x(y - a) + ̂  (y - a)2~|. (35)

Higher moments may be determined similarly. The mean-square deviation /t<2)—/*<1)J

is equal to Xye~Xa[l - 2Aae-Aa] + e-Aa[l - c-A«( 1 + 2Aa- A2a2)]. (36)

The moments of the gap distribution for n given intervals on a line (and for n intervals
round a circle) can also be conveniently determined by using the Laplace transform of

w h e r e

and Kn is independent of 6. Then, by (30),

r=0
)™ eap[l —

^[l-e-a*(<9 + (92/2! + (93/3! + . . .)]n + 1 . (37)

The coefficient of 6 is (m+ l)/pn; hence

^=(n+l)(yly + ocr. (38)
The coefficient of 02/2! is 1 /pn[(» + 1) + n(n +1) e-«»];

hence /t® = (ra +1) (y/i/ + a)" d- n{n + 1) (y - ajy + a)n. (39)

10. Approximations for large lengths of line. For large values oiy, expressions such
as (28) become extremely cumbersome to deal with. But an alternative expansion is
then possible which is convenient for this case. If/(?/) = F(p), it is well known that
f(y) is given by the integral j rc+i«> piv\

27rcJc-ic p
where the constant c must be appropriately chosen, and hence that f(y) can usually
be expanded as a series of residues of F(p)evvjp. The Laplace transforms with which

PSP43.3 23
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we are concerned give rise to an infinite series of residues; but for sufficiently large y all
but the first term can effectively be neglected.

As an example consider z{y) of § 6, the probability that the interval [0, y] is covered.
It is convenient to use the empirical notation of (17) and to determine £(»>); from (14)
we find that this is given by

7
We must now investigate solutions oiq+fte~(-^+q) = 0 or of qe* = —fter$. It is easy to
see that there are two real negative roots, —ft and — y; and by plotting the curves
I 9&a I = constant, arg (qeq) = constant, in the complex q plane it can be shown that all
the roots lie to the left of min(—ft, — y). On examination of (37) it will be seen that the
numerator vanishes at q = 0, — ft, and there are no poles at these points. Hence £(i>)
is the sum of residues at q = — y and the remaining complex roots of qeq = — fter$\
and for sufficiently large v the latter can be neglected. (It may be noted that this
approximation is better when y < ft than when y > ft.) The residue at q = — y is easily
evaluated, and hence

If the remaining complex roots are given by — ya(s = 1,2, 3,...) the quantity neglected
in (38) is e-^/J-y)

As a second example consider the behaviour of the gap distribution for large y.
We determine the limiting form of me(y); 6 can be taken to be as small as we please, and
we require a power series expansion in 6. In empirical notation me(y) is given from
(33)and(26)by (q + ft)e^e*

Ol)]- ( *>

The zeroes of the denominator are of the type discussed previously. Consider the
smallest zero, 8, of qe« = fte~fi(e<> - 1) = e. (44)

When 6 is small eis also small, and as a first approximation 8^e. It is possible to expand
8 as a power series in e, for sufficiently small e, and substituting for e in terms of 6 from
(41) to obtain an expansion as a power series in 6. (The justification for this procedure
follows along the usual lines; see, for example, (5).) The important point to notice
is that for large v and small 8 only the residue near q = 8 need be considered. Hence

e-fi(ft.+ 8) ê *

To determine the behaviour of the distribution for large v we form the cumulant
generating function

&A») = log[av) + me(v)]~logmg(p)~v8+0(l), (46)

for large v, by (41). The first three terms in the expansion of 8 are 8 = e—e2 + fe3 and,
substituting from (44) and using (46), we obtain

Kl ~ vfte-P, K2 ~ v[fte-l> - 2ft* e~^], (47)
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in agreement with (34) and (36); also

K3 ~ v[/3e-f> - 6yS2 e-W + 9fi3 e~^}, (48)

and, similarly, all higher cumulants are of order v. Hence, if we take ^v as unit, the
distribution tends to normal about KX with mean square deviation {Se~P — 2/?2 e~2P.

11. Moments of the W(x, y) distribution. Equation (10) can be used to determine the
moments of the W(x, y) distribution, but a certain amount of algebraic manipulation
of Laplace transforms-is necessary, since we need the transform of W(x, y) with respect
to x, and not of W(x, x + z) as previously. Let us write

v{x, y) = W(x, y) - z(y) 8{y - x), (49)

and suppose that v(x, y) = V(p, y).

We use the formula from Laplace transform theory(6) that if

/(*)=§=

then arfw^-iyp^^iMj (r = 0,1,2,...). (50)

We have, from (10),

F(p,z) = Ce-**8(z) + (A + BC) S (B~W*t (51)

Expanding zr = (y — x)r, and using (50), we easily see that

It will be convenient, for the purpose of the algebra, to introduce the operators

d A i 1

q = ̂ r and h = -.
dp p

Then fV»(a:,y)efa:a=(-l)*0*AF(p,y) (* = 0,1,2,...)
Jo

= (-1)* L {yTgk + rC1y^gk+1+ ... +rCsyr~sgk+s+ ... +gk+r](
B-W(A + BC). (53)

r=o r\ p

Now let Sk\y)=\ xkv{x,y)dx,
Jo

and consider the Laplace transform in y of fik\y). We may apply the formula (50) to
(53) and obtain

2 {-
r=0

. (54)

In order to simplify (54) we must reduce the operator

gr'A-'C1^-1%+ ... + ( - \YTC,tf-htf+ ... + ( - l)rhgr. (55)

From the formula hg-gh = h2, (56)
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it is not difficult to show that hrg - ghr = rh^1, (57)

tfh^ hg'-rh2g'-1+... + (-l)°r(r-l)...{r-s+l)h°+1g'-°+... + (-iyr\h'+1, (58)

and hence that (55) reduces to the single term ( — l) rr! hr+1. On substituting in
(54) we obtain » //? I \ T N , n m

« ) = (-!)* S h'g«{B-A){A + BC). (59)
r=0 #

= t „,
p + A—B

We easily see that
p + A—

and verify that 0<%) + z(y) = C+ A + B<L = 1, (60)
p + A — -D

by (9).
To evaluate 0<fc)(2/) from (58) we use the relation

hrg* = gkhr+kC1rgk~1hr+1 + ... +kCar(r+ 1)... (r + s- l)g*-tr*+ ...

+ r ( r+ l ) . . . ( r + fc-l)Ar+fc, (61)

which can easily be deduced from (5 ). Then, substituting in (59), and summing with
respect to r, we have

The kth. moment of the distribution W(x,y), /iik\y), is given by

and, by (9) and (60), this can be simplified to

h' k k I Ap-Aa Fl —
• < 6 3 >

When A = 1 only the first term must be taken into account. We thus deduce that
(64)

(65)

The last term in (65) is only to be taken into account when y > a. Higher moments can
be evaluated similarly from (63), if required, but they become rather cumbersome.

The moments of the distribution Wn(x, y), for n given events, can be dealt with by
the same method as used for the gap distribution, that is by expanding /im(y) ex<v+x)

in powers of A. We easily obtain from (64) and (65),

"] (66)

The last two results are in agreement with Robbins(3), if we replace his p by <x/(y + a).
Finally we consider the problem of n intervals on a circle, and the resulting distribu-

tion, Wn{x, y) dx representing the probability that the covered portion of the circle of
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The problem of random intervals on a line 341
circumference y lies between x and x + dx. By an argument similar to that of § 7 we

deduce that Wfa.y) = W^x-a.y-a),
and hence that

P%Y(y) = r** W»-i(* - a, y - a) dx = f V~° (« + a)fc HU(«, y - a) *»
Ja JO

= f%Uy - «) + fcCi 0 ^ ! % - a) + • • • + kC8 **l%H\y - a) + ... + afc. (68)

As particular examples of (68)

. ( 7 0 )
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